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House Health Care Bill Will Hurt Small Businesses: 
A Reply to My Critics

D. Mark Wilson

On August 28, Igor Volsky, a health care
researcher and blogger at the Center for American
Progress, posted a story claiming The Heritage
Foundation released a biased report on the effects of
the employer play-or-pay mandates contained in
the health care bills currently working their way
through Congress.1 Sadly, it is Volsky who is mis-
leading policymakers.

Myth: “The four health care bills before Con-
gress require large employers to either provide
coverage to their workers or pay a tax to finance
the expansion of health care coverage.”

Fact: Many small businesses are large enough
to qualify under the bills.

• The Small Business Administration, Office of
Advocacy, defines a small business for research
purposes as an independent business having
fewer than 500 employees.2

• The Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pen-
sions Committee health care reform bill, the
Affordable Health Choices Act, covers employers
with 25 or more employees.3

• All three versions of the House health care
reform bill, America’s Affordable Health Choices
Act of 2009 (H.R. 3200), cover employers with
more than $250,000 or $500,000 in annual pay-
roll,4 and, according to Census Bureau data,
firms with annual payrolls of $250,000 to $1.5
million have an average of 10–34 employees.5

• Clearly, the House and Senate health care reform
bills cover many small businesses no matter how
much Volsky tries to explain away the facts.

Myth: “The Heritage analysis erroneously
assumes that higher costs to business inevitably
translate into job loss or lower take-home pay.”

Fact: The Heritage Foundation report makes
no such assumption. 

• The report relies on a substantial body of empir-
ical economic research that finds that the cost of
health insurance mandates will be shifted to
employees, resulting in lower wages.6

• The report also points out that the costs of the
mandate can be passed on to consumers in the
form of higher prices, which effectively reduces
real wages of employees (who are, of course, also
consumers) and will have the greatest adverse
impact on savers and those on fixed incomes.

• The report also notes that some of the cost may
be borne by shareholders and business owners in
the form of lower profits and proprietor income
and that firms may be able to offset the cost by
increasing productivity without reducing the
hours of work.7

Myth: “The Heritage analysis disregards all of
the expected job and productivity gains from an
employer mandate.”
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Advocates of the bill expect additional jobs in the
health care sector, increased productivity and effi-
ciency in the workforce, and a lower rate of growth
of health care costs.1234567

Fact: In many cases, the costs would outweigh
the benefits.

• Although there may be some benefits from an
employer mandate, there will also be costs. Indi-
vidual firms and specific industries will be
impacted differently by those costs and benefits.

• There is very little in the health care reform bills
that would significantly “lower the rate of growth
of health care costs.” On the contrary, the cover-
age and benefit mandates and limits on cost shar-
ing that are in the bills will likely increase the rate
of growth of health care costs.

Myth: Economic research debunks Heritage’s
conclusion.

“The established economic literature surround-
ing employers’ response to increased costs and

modest pay-or-play proposals completely contra-
dicts the Heritage conclusion. For instance, virtu-
ally all economic research shows that minimum
wage increases—which are similar to the new mod-
est pay or play requirements—‘have little or no
impact on employment.’”

Fact: The established economic literature on man-
dated employee benefits finds the cost of health
insurance mandates is shifted to employees.8

• Moreover, the preponderance of empirical
research on the minimum wage supports the con-
sensus view held prior to 1995 that minimum
wage increases have a negative employment effect
on teenagers and other low-skilled workers.9

Myth: “The Heritage analysis also relies on an
outdated bill and disingenuously implies that the
overwhelming majority of American businesses
would face higher costs.”

Fact: The bill cited in the Heritage report is one
of three competing versions of the bill in the House.
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• The version of H.R. 3200 that passed the House
Energy and Commerce Committee does not
automatically “outdate” the versions passed by
the Ways and Means Committee and the Educa-
tion and Labor Committee. Moreover, the chair-
men of those committees would likely take
offense to Volsky’s characterization of their bills
as “outdated.”

• Table 1 of the Heritage report clearly shows that
the number of firms that will be covered by play-
or-pay mandate runs from 509,000 to 1.4 mil-
lion, depending on which version of mandate
would be enacted. The report never implies that
the overwhelming majority of American busi-
nesses would see higher costs.

Myth: The mandate is simply a safeguard to
prevent big businesses from dropping coverage.

As Pat Gorafalo alleges, “this is essentially a man-
date on large employers, to ensure that they can’t
simply drop their coverage” and send their employ-
ees into the health insurance exchange or the non-
group market.”

Fact: The bill actually makes it more likely
that businesses will drop coverage.

• According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
health insurance benefits currently cost employ-
ers 11.6 percent of wages and salaries.10 Some
employers will find it more attractive to pay the 8
percent tax than to continue offering benefits.
Thus, the bill actually encourages some employ-
ers to drop their coverage and send employees
into the exchange.

• According to the Congressional Budget Office,
under H.R. 3200, 9 million part-time, low-wage
employees will lose their employer-provided

health insurance because some employers, both
large and small, will make the decision to pay
instead of play and drop their coverage.11

• As noted above, all four health care reform bills
will cover some small businesses.

Myth: Mandates will help businesses.

“With increased access to care, all firms would
benefit from the reduction in unpaid medical bills
incurred by the uninsured and the savings due to a
reduced rate of health care cost growth and greater
labor productivity.”

Fact: This is wishful thinking.

• Employers who currently do not provide health
insurance to their employees will not benefit
from the current bills. They will have to pay up
to an 8 percent payroll tax or pay for their share
of the cost of providing health insurance under
the mandate.

• These costs will be passed on to employees.

Hurting Those Who Need Help. Volsky and the
Center for American Progress may want policymak-
ers to focus on the benefits of an employer mandate,
but that does not mean there will not be costs and
unintended consequences associated with it. 

Policymakers need to know that the costs and
benefits of an employer mandate will not be equally
borne by firms and employees. Some firms will see
their health care costs decline, and some will see
their costs rise. For those whose costs rise, it will be
the low-wage, unskilled workers who will bear the
brunt of the burden.

—D. Mark Wilson is a consultant for The Heritage
Foundation and Principal of Applied Economic Strate-
gies LLC.
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